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How to backup google photos on android
Unfortunately, unlimited storage in Google Photos is about to end in June 2021, with all photos uploaded after that counting towards your free 15GB Google Drive storage. This means that at best you have a few years left from free storage before you have to start paying for more space. For those who want to jump ship early, the good news is that there are already several Google
Photos alternatives on the market. The bad news is that none of them offer the same set of features, and some require a lot more effort. Here's a look at your best options! Best Google Photos AlternativesAmazon PhotosDropboxFlickrApple iCloudOneDriveOš custom serverHow should you stop using Google Photos? Before we get to the Google Photos alternative, it's worth
asking the question: are you simply better off paying for more storage in Google Photos? The answer is probably yes. Free unlimited storage was just part of what made Google Photos the best choice around. The ability to quickly search your photo library by date, location, or keyword is incredibly useful, and no other service can match it. More information: All you need to know
about Google OneO another thing to consider is that none of these alternatives will be free forever. Most have even less free capacity than Google Drive, and some also require hardware or software subscription fees. In most cases, you're only better off biting a bullet and paying $2 a month (or $20 a year) for 100GB once you've reached the limit. It should also be noted that pixel
owners retain unlimited Google Photo storage. They are also great phones with options for every budget. You can learn more about this report here. With that out of the way, here are the best Google Photos alternatives for those who want to cut the service from their lives for good. Amazon PhotosFor those who have become accustomed to truly unlimited storage, Amazon Photos
is an excellent replacement. Even better, you already have if you pay for Amazon Prime.Amazon Photos is basically unlimited cloud storage, but only for photos. You can save 5 GB of videos and other files, but you have to pay for more than that. However, it has some keyword search features. They're not as good as Google, but it's better than nothing. You can also save photos
in their original quality. Like Google Photos, the app automatically syncs your photos and you can share them with family members. Unlimited photo storage can be shared with up to six family members on a single subscription. However, if you cancel your Amazon Prime subscription, you will lose access to your photos and may even be permanently deleted. DropboxDropbox is a
very popular cloud storage service, and if configured correctly, it can serve as a decent alternative to Google Photos. You can automatically sync all photos from your phone to in the cloud. It also boasts some of the best third-party integrations of any cloud provider. Read also: Google One vs contest: Dropbox, OneDrive, iCloud, and moreNicthing, the free version is limited. You
only get 2GB of storage (compared to 15GB with Google Photos and a few others) and paid plans are significantly more expensive than its competitors. What you get in return are other security and productivity features that may or may not be worth it if all you want to save are photos of your children. FlickrFlickr has been around for a long time, but not everyone knows it offers
great plans for storing photos. It's primarily marketed to professional and amateur photographers as a way to host and share high quality photos, but it can be great for everyday users as well. The app offers automatic synchronization of all your photos or individual recordings if you want to save the best pictures. Photos and videos can be set to private to prying eyes from your
personal life. Since it is designed for photos from the ground up, keeping everything organized in albums is also a breeze. The free plans offered 1TB of storage, but are now limited to 1,000 photos. If you want unlimited storage, you'll need to get Flickr Pro, which runs $7 per month (or $60 a year). Apple iCloud If you have an iPhone, chances are you're already using iCloud. It's as
robust a cloud storage tool as Google Drive, if not surpasses it in some cases. iCloud Photos is the part we focus on here, and like Google Photos, it's an easy way to keep all your photos securely stored in the cloud. It doesn't have the same search options, but you can access your photos from virtually any device. Free users are limited to 5GB of storage, but Apple's iCloud offers
some of the cheapest expansion plans. 50GB runs just $1 per month, 200GB runs $3 a month and 2TB runs just $10 a month. You can also save money on other subscriptions by linking them together with Apple One.However, if you're not an iPhone user, you'll want to look elsewhere. There is currently no official support for Android phones and it doesn't look like it's coming
anytime soon. Some limited features can be accessed through a mobile browser, but they are not offered at nearly the same level of convenience. OneDriveNext is a Microsoft cloud storage solution. OneDrive is a popular choice for business users thanks to integration with Office apps, but it's also a capable replacement for Google Photos. You can download the app to your
phone and let it automatically sync photos to the cloud. The gallery allows you to search for and automatically tag images based on their content (as well as Google Photos). The free version is more limited to just 5GB, but you may come across up to 100GB for just $2 per month. Microsoft 365 users also get 1TB of storage as part of $7 per per (or $70 per year). This makes it a
natural choice for anyone who uses Microsoft apps for work or personal use. Your own serverThe last alternative to Google Photos is by far the most complex, but the most versatile. Setting up your own cloud server gives you complete control over your files and prevents you from enduring subscriptions for a single service. However, it will take much more time and effort than any
other service on the market. To do this, you can use Plex, Synology, OwnCloud or a number of other services, but it will take some technical know-how. Learn more about cloud services: Source: Jeramy Johnson/Android Central Google Photos is more than just a photo storage app. While it's primarily for backing up photos, there are multiple ways to edit and share hidden inside.
You also have some serious control over every aspect of your photos, from which folders back up to image quality and look back at past photos. This gives you a fixed place to store and sync all your photos so you never lose again. Backing up photos and other Google Photos is our favorite photo backup solution. Save your photos, create fun creations, and order photo books and
prints. Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Google Photos aims to be your one-stop-shop for all your pictures and videos. Before you can use many things you can do with Google Photos, you need to know the basics. This includes, for example, selecting images, deciding on optimal recording quality, and selecting device folders from your smartphone to sync with Google Photos.
Photo Google Photo Sharing Source: Hayato Huseman / Android Central Google Photos makes it easy to share memories and photos with friends, family and colleagues. You have control over who can see the photos you share, and you can even set up specific folders to share. You can even share access to your entire Google Photos library with trusted people like your spouse
or partner. In the event of the unfortunate death of a family member, you can restore their old photos if you remember to follow the correct steps. Another fun way to share photos and communicate in the app is through the messaging feature. This allows you to send photos to specific people in an informal chat format that feels almost like a mini, private social network. If you want
to keep or share printed versions of your memories, you can always order prints, posters or photo books through the app, or you can order prints from other manufacturers such as Walmart, CVS and Walgreens. Google Photos Photo Management Source: Alex Dobie/Android Central Google makes it easy for you to track all your photos and optimize your photo library. You can
create new folders, share specific folders, and add to existing folders or, or and add your own photos to the folder you invited them to. If you have a lot of photos tied up in other services, don't worry. Google has made it easier to import photos from other services, such as Facebook or OneDrive. You can archive photos that you don't want in the main gallery, but that you'll want to
get later, or you can easily get rid of unwanted images like old screenshots. Another great way to save space on your phone is to use Google Photos Free Up Space, which can automatically remove photos and videos from your device once they're safely uploaded to the cloud. Google Photos Machine Learning is incredibly adept at identifying people, places, pets and things, but
you can also easily fix any errors or manually tag photos as you wish. Google Photos Cost Source: Joe Maring/Android Central Since it was first introduced in 2015, Google Photos have offered free unlimited storage for photos and videos, but with a few caveats. The first objection was that this unlimited storage only applies to high quality images. The second caveat was that if you
want to back up all your photos in original quality, you'll have to pay for more storage space or use your Google Pixel phone. With the recently announced policy change, all photos, whether high-quality or original, will count towards a free 15GB free post in Google One from mid-2021. In addition to the new storage restrictions, it is said that some new or existing editing features
may be locked behind the paywall. Many have argued that even with the price tag, Google Photos remains an amazing service worth paying for. However, if you don't agree, it's relatively easy to export images from Google Photos and take them elsewhere. Google Photos Other features Source: Google and Android Central Google Photos have a lot of other features you may not
have heard of. Just because features are hidden a little below the surface doesn't mean you shouldn't check them out, though. Google recently reworked editing tools in Google Photos, allowing you to take advantage of powerful AI and machine learning to automatically design edits or even adjust portrait lighting after reality. You can create your own fun animations, collages and
movies. One of our favorite features are flashbacks in style on this day and the latest highlights you can see once you open the Google Photos app on your device. It's also great fun to set up photo slide shows that you can see all day on nest hub or smart projected Google Assistant speakers. There's also a new Google Maps integration that lets you rediscover your memories as
hotspots on the world map. In the end we would be sloppy if we didn't go back to Google Lens again - a fantastic AI tool to learn more about pictures in your You can get background, translations, shopping links and more thanks to this impressive engineering performance! Are you a fan of Google Photos? Google Photos provides a great app that you can use to share, save,
upload, and even edit photos you take on your smartphone or that you've taken on other devices. With a lot of features that are easy to use, it becomes a great storage tool for photos that you judge every day. Are you using Google Photos to save pictures? Be sure to write us a line in the comments and tell us about it. Update, November 2020: This article has been updated with all
the latest links and relevant information about Google Photos. Backing up photos and other Google Photos is our favorite photo backup solution. Save your photos, create fun creations, and order photo books and prints. Prints.
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